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SILVER CITY,

X. M.,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27,

country of low prices ami falling prices.
Low prices when fixed may be a blessing to the masses, but falling prices parCauses of Defeat of the Democracy in
alyze business and ruin all classes exthe Recent Elections.
cept the money lenders.
"In the agricultural states, the proContinued Hani Times (.'mined ly Scarelty
ducts of the soil are below the cost of
of Money anil a ISiinkriipt Treasury
from Ilnrrlmm's Administration .
production. Corn is worth, in many
parts of Missouri 75 cents a barrel,
Washington-- , D. C Nov. 17.
The while otrts and wheat do not pay the
Republic correspondent called on Sena- farmer for his labor and seed. Beef is
tor Vest at his residence t Ii in evening controlled in price by the Chicago comfor the purpose of obtaining his views bine and the supply by no means conon present political conditions. At first trols the market.
lie absolutely refused to express any
"Second, we received from Harrison's
opinion upon public questions, but administration a practically bankrupt
finally wrote the following, in reaponee treasury with continuing appropriations
to questions which were submitted to from the Reed Congress of $1,200,000,
him :
000, and Cleveland entered upon his
"You wish to know what I think second term handicapped by the condicaused the defeat of the democratic tions and the beginning of a great panic.
party at the recent elections, First, Even then, we might have weathcontinued hard times caused by scarcity ered the storm, but for unfortunate and
in our party
of money. The gold men claim that ineradicable differences
question and the
money is abundant and quote from the upon the financial
Treasury reports to prove it. They say tariff. Ido not care todisc.uss these
there is a per capita circulation of $23. differences in detail. The Bresident un
07. when in fact there is not half that fortunately rejected all offers of comsum. They count the reserves in the promise from those of us who differed
national and the state banks, together with him on silver anil refused positively
with the bullion ami gold in the trea- to use the power given him y law to resury and the 5t)0O,OOO,C09 of gold coin buke the gold speculators and protect
which they es'imaie lobe in circulation. the gold reserve by tendering silver even
When confronted with the fact that as part payment, when greenbacks and
there is no gold in circulation, they Sherman notes were presented at the
reply that this is true, hut that it an- treasury for redemption. I believe
swers nil the purposes of currency by t bat Carlisle at one time contemplated
taking the place of currency in the way such action, but t he President, who just
of reserves and exchange. This is not before his inauguration talked reason-- a
suddenly be- ble ai d
a satisfactory answer, for every intelligent man knows that the gold of the catna obdurate and ordered the payment
country, no mutter what the amount, of gold exclusively. This, of course,
of the fact placed the treasury at the mercy of the
is hoarded by reason
laws
existing
its purchasing of the speculators and the logical result
that under
power is constantly increasing. We will was the veto of the seigniorage bill, the
never have prosperity until there is free issue of the gold bonds and the paying
coinage of silver and our volume of mon- of tribute to a foreign syndicate.
ey is increasing. No country can be
"The president, surrounded by a lot
prosperous with an increasing popula- of incense-bu- t
ners, who told him he
tion and h decreasing circulation.
could do no wrong, demanded an uncon"The Cnited States is now suffering ditional surrender by the silver men in
from fimu cial congestion. What money Congress, and that the volume of money
we have i in the banks and the money should be reduced $10,000,000 annually
centers, ai d it will stay there so long as by repealing the purchasing clause of
we have the single gold standard. Busi- the Sherman act without putting anyness, except in a few industries, is stag- thing in the vacuum so created. In
nated. Everybody is afraid to go into other words he demanded that we
enterprises because prices are falling. should indorse the single gold standard.
are now tellThe gold men seeiu unable to under- The same incense-burner- s
stand the difference in the effect upon ft ing tho president that the recent elect

VEST'S OPINIONS.

1

PI! ICE 5 CENTS

Bit 5.

ions demonstrate his foresight and one
his cabinet ban come out in an interview gloating over the result. No one
differed more than myself from Brice
and Gorman on. the present tariff and
1 supported the
measure as it passed
only because it was better than the
act. It is only just to say, however, that but for the assurance of the
president and Mr. Carlisle to Senators
Harria and Jones that some bill must
be passed, Mr. Cleveland never would
of

have had the opportunity of branding
the act as treachery to the partv.
"Whatever else may happen the time
will never come when I can rejoice in
the. democratic Hag trampled
no nnuter by whom it is
under
borne. I am not that kind of a democrat.
"Yon ask me about the organization of
the Senate. I am not on the steering
commit'.ce, - it U called', and speak only
for myself.
Personally 1 would be glad
to see the Republicans take control.
They have a majority and are entitled to
the otlices and committees. I am chairman of the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds and the senior demo-- ,
cratou the Committee on Commerce, but
I would be glad to surrender my chairmanship of either or both committees to.
I am anxious to fee the
a republican.
other fellow walk the floor' ord to
watch the harmonious infelicity which
iieion.
will .develop on the si'ver
With both houses of congress, ai d the
president in favor of u gold standard,
the republicans must do something or
stop howling about democratic incompetency.
"Asa matter of fact Sheriran and
Allison do not. want the senate, for they
know their party is as badly divided on
silver coinage as we are, and if democrats will only force them to assume
their just responsibility the weakness of
their organization will be exposed.
"Since our caucus at last session, however, refused to change the senate rules
so that we could pass the right sort of a
tariff bill or expose the men who prevented its passage, I have not had much
hope of our marching straight upon the
enemy. I am afraid of some juggling
compromise by which one party will take
the ollices and the other the principal
committees. In that event we are lost,
for the republicans will evade the silver
question and then go into the canvass
with the excuse that democrats had
,
both rho mm"o nvl
,

a-
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AMERICAN

FARMING.

Annual Report of the Secretary of
the Department of Agri
4
culture.
Karmlng-

-

la generally
remunerative and
ftatlHfactory to Those who Intelligently follow It,

American, cattle is not as salable as the
American, the business is profitable and
likely to increase. American cattle
sell, though slaughtered soon after
landing, at prices equal to tne average
paid for British carcases.
The exports of American horses to
Great Britain has increased Bteadily,
having more than doubled since 1893,
amounting in the eight months of 1895
to 22,755 head, valued at nearly $3,000,
000. American geldings averaged this
year in the English market $155. A
rigid inspection of horses for export will
be undertaken. The foreign trade in
dairy products is carefully reviewed.
In cheese the United States, while a
largo shipper to British markets, holds
the conspicuously unflattering place in
the extreme fear as to quality anil price,
and is the only one of the competitors
for this trade whose business shows a
serious falling off.
In butter the United States is out of
the race supplying less than 1 per cent,
of the British demand for foreign butters, notwithstanding
the fact that
Great Britain imported in eight months
$46,000,000 worth of butter.
Referring to our standing in the foreign
dairy market, the secretary warns shippers of the consequence of their methods,
adding:
"We have a graphic illustration of the
disastrous effects in all trade of disregarding the tastes of consumers and of
acquiring a bad reputation."
g
The secretary says the
work is the subjectof constant criticism.
As at present organized it can hardly
fall to be otherwise, though more satisfactory at present than at any previous
time. The secretary thinks that the
duty of asserlainingthe acreage of staple
crops in each state on June 1 of each
year might bo imposed upon the authorities of the agricultural colleges and
stations in consideration of the annual
appropriations they receive from the
National Treasury. Such acreage being
given and the character of the soil
known, with the climate conditions
published daily by the weather bureau,
approximations as to the yield of each
crop could probably bo computed with

The report of the secretary of Agriculture begins with a review of the work of
the Bureau of Animal Industry. The
total sum of animals inspected at the
slaughter houses was considerably over
18,000,000, an increase of more than b,
500,000 over the previous year. During
the year
inspection was
also made of 5,000,000 animals.
The
cost of inspection was reduced to 1.1
cents per animal. In 1893, inspection
cost 4 cents per animal, and in 1894
it
cost 1 cents. Over 1 ,360,000
animals,
cattle and sheep, were inspected for
foreign markets, of which 675,000
were
shipped abroad. Over 45,000,000 pounds
of pork was inspected
microscopically
for export, against 34,000,000 in
1894
and 23,000,000 in 1892.
Of the amount exported last
year near-l- y
23,000,000 pounds went to Germany
and over 9,000,000 pounds to Prance.
This inspection involved the placing of
over 1,900,000 specimens under the
The cost of the examination
was less than 5 cents, or for each
pound
of meat 2 mills. The loss of
cattle in
transit to Europe was greater than in
in 1894, being respectively for 1895
and
1894, .62 and .37 per cent.
Over 30,000 curs carrying over 820,000
animals, were inspected for Texas fever
at quarantine pens during the quarantine season; nearly 9,000 car loads of
cattle wero inspected also in transit, and
over 28,000 cars were cleaned and disinfected. Besides over 158,000 cattle
from
the noninfected districts of Texas wero
inspected for shipment to Northern
States.
The secretary urges their importation
free of duty as advantageous to
feeders
having a surplus of feed, and to the
who outnumber the producers.
Much space is devoted to discussing
the opportunities for American meat
products in foreign markets. Of 341,000
tons of meat recioved at the London Tho
Central Market in 1894, 71,000 tons were
American, while nearly 50,000 tons came
from Australia. The American
proper-tio- n
has not been maintained duriui
tt
ante-morte-

s,

more accuracy than under the present

method.
Of the savings in the department,
he
says the total amount remaining unexpended out of the appropriations for the
years 1893, 1894, 1895, aggregates $1,300,
000 available for return into the treasury.
He commends the extension of the
civil service, which now includes all the
chiefs of division in the department.
He regards an extension of the law to
include all
officers as
to etllcient service; recommends
radical reorganization in the matter of
salaries, to conform government service
to that of reputable commercial
throughout the country and
condemns the spoils system as one by
which "favoritism," injustice and dependence upon political influence
urates the service with inefficiency.
The report closes with a discussion of
the question of the future of farms and
farming in the United States. Tho
average value of fiirnis by the census of
1890 was $2,900. The value of im plements,
domestic animals aud sundries will make
a total farm plant of $4,000 for a family
averaging six persons. These farms have
fed tho fanners and their families and
forty million urban residents, besides
supplying $000,000,000 worth of products
to foreign consumers. In the presence
of these facts the secretary asks : "Now
can anyone dare to assert that funning
is generally iinruuninerative aud unsatisfactory to those who intelligently foloftab-lishmen-

low it?"
The mortgage on farm values does not
exceed 16 pur cen: a less incumbrance
on capital invested than in aiiyo;licrlino
of

industry.

Dr. Drummond'a Lightning
Remedy for Rheumatism has received
the unqualified endowment of tho
medical faculty, as Ixriiig a safe and remarkable etlicient preparation.
Its
work is so speedy and miraculous that
benefit is felt from the first dose. A
treatment consists of two bottles, and
lasts a months. Price $"; sent bv
on receipt, with full special instructions. One treatment will cure any
ordiiU'7 Hu. Oi'umin tiuU Medicine
Co., 48 Maiden
Lane, New York.
Agents Wanted.
ss

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

1895.

MUSIC CO.

In the imports of live cattle to Great
Britain the United States ami Canuda
had a practical monopoly until the last
EL PASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
two years. Since 1893 Argentina's shipU'J Sun FrancUco St,
203 Railroad Areme,
ments have greatly increased. During
the first eight months of the year, these Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments
Can refer to many families with whom
shipments amounted to over 25,000
they have dealt.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county
head. Although the meat of the South
attended to.
V nte them for
catalogue of new gtvlu l'l'laño, Tmlin

)
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B. T. Link will move his meat market
across Bullard street into the room with
Biggs & Whitehill, formerly occupied
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely by J. J. McE wen, after which time he
will sell only for cash.
Local.
The various committees of the grand
jury to examine the several county
A Orlit of Ki'Hilalile I'urngrnphfl Which
offices, the jail and the hospitals were
Should Nut b Ovorlookud
busy on Monday in performance of
llv Our RpadiTH
their respective duties.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

Union Services will be. held in the
Thurs
Methodist Episcopal church 10
Turkeys are roosting high tonight.
day morning. Ml the protestant clerTomorrow will he Thanksgiving day. gymen of the city taking part. Rev. Ed
ward S. Cross will delivered the address.
Services at the M. E. Church morning
The cold snap of Sunday night touched
and night next Sunday as usual.
the
"Italian climate" of Silver City
District court clerk Walton and Sherrudely, but in comparison with
iff Shannon are the busiest men
in rather
and deep snow fall in north
blizzards
the
town.
ern New Mexico and southern Colorado
Posts are on the ground for the re- it was quite endurable.
building of the city pound corral at its
Thomas Foster will hereafter give his
former location.
atcention to the management
personal
The Silver City Social Club w ill give
of the Golden Giant minim: company's
a dance tomorrow (Thanksgiving) night,
property at Pinos Altos. Thomas IIol
at Newcomb hall.
man, who worked the Golden Giant
Rev. Mr. Hyde will preach at Central
umW lease for two or three vears, is
City Friday night Nov. iOth, and at
the foreman of the mine.
Pinos Altos at 3 p. in. next Sunday.
The local lodge of the A. O. U. W.
The Eaoi.h office club is not yet stained
received the benefit certificate in
have
with human gore, but no contributor
for $2.000,
has offered a poem on "beautiful snow." favor of Mrs. C. L. Cantley,
upon the life of the late marshal Cant
Baxter Bishop and E. L. Oakes have
ley, which will be delivered to her after
opened a target shooting gallery in the
the next meeting of the lodge, on next
room adjoining the I'ostollii'e, on Broad
Tuesday night.
way.

A few cattle still roam the street! of
Silver City day and night. The ordi
nance should he enforced impartially or

not at ail.
Tomorrow will be, Thanksgiving day,
congress meets next Monday and Christ
mas comes on Wednesday, four weeks
from today.
Don't forget your poor neighbors tomorrow and don't wait for them to ask
for any thing. True charity seeks tho
object of its benevolence.
The Thinner house still maintains its
popularity. Mr. Burdick informs Tim
Eaoi.k reporter that 72 rooms were oc
eupied last Sunday night.
Old "Sul" soon disposed of the snow
which fell on Sa uiday night and Sun
dav and liy o'clock Monday but little
of it was left in the streets of Silver City
Jude Smith left Virginia the other
day for La Vegas to resume his duties
in the district court, but be was too sick
to travel and bad lo turn back. New
Mexican.
The iirst snow of tho season fell l..st
Saturday night November 2:1. About
two inches of snow was on the ground
Sunday morning. The ground was so
warm that the continued enow fall dur
ing Sunday added nothing to the depth
of snow in the morning.

At the meeting of Helen Rebekah
lodge No 7, 1. O. 0. F. last Friday night,
Prof. George Selby, Mrs. Selby and Miss
JettieGaddis were initiated as meni- oers of the order. The attendance was
the largest ever in the lodge room and
consisting of coffee,
refreshments
sandwiches and cake were enjoyed after
closing of the lodge.
The entire property of the Cook's Peak
Mining Company at Hadley, including
Graphic mine, the mill, store buildings,
residences etc., was sold hi front, of the
Court House at Silver City, lasi, Monday. The sale was uniera tri't deed
given to secure the indebtedness of the
The
Cooks Peak Mining Company.
trustee, Mr. C. II. Curtis conducted tho
sale, and the entire property was purchased by S. M. Ashenfelter, ior$42.')0.
Headlight.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Notahy Puni.ir.
OHIce lit

rost-otllc- c.

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

E. E. GANDARA.

(01.1) AND SILVERSMITH.
Jewelry Made to Order

Repairing

Dunkle k Bowman, formerly of El
Neatly Done.
Paso, now connected with the Broadwnv
saloon, of Chas. Bntrhy are fittinir up the
adjoininc room to the saloon a a bilPRICES REDUCED.
liard parlor. There are two billard ta
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
bles, a pool table for pin pool and a
Yanlili! St. SilverCllv. N. M.
be,
pool, ft will
table for
bil
finest
the
for
opening
when ready
liard and pool room ever opened in
Silver City.
six-poc-

ll

Fargo's $2.50

The New Mexican publisbe the fol
lowing tclocrram from C. H.GihleHeve,
dated at New York, Nov. 22.1: "Plea
announce authoritatively that Chief
Justice Thomas Smith is in no sense an
applicant for aland court judgeship. He
opposes the removal of any official of the
U. S. land court, believing their reap
nointment in the interest of the public
Any contrary representation is without
foundation in fact and malicion."
Israel Kinc, the well known riU'V
d"nler of TVniing, baa been nrrpeted n
Ascension, in the State of Chihuahua,
XtAOá aliflft.
Mexico, charged with cattle stealing
There are only meaare particulars obtainable a the Eaoi.k goes to press.
One renort beine that the arrest is the
nulminntinn nf enmitv of one if the ens-- 1 C. H. FARGO 4 CO. mfhs.
MARKET
.
I
tonis guaros against .Mr. ioii,
For Sale by
another that he is chanred with attempt
ing lo drive two head of unbranded
cattle across the lin.

...Shoes...
196-20- 0

ST. CHICAQC

C.C.Shoemaker,

4
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PERSONAL PALAVER.

H. 0. Tytherleigh,
Chicago, is now clerk

Mention of People You Do and
Not Know.

recently

27, 1895.

from

Coming

The

d

Dewey-Haywoo-

.Con-

at the Southern cert company have engaged the

Morrill
hotel.
Opera house for Tuesday, December 3d,
Do
Judge Boone, of Deming, is in town ana w ill give one of their inimitable conlooking after the interests of his clints certs on that date. Colorado papers are
enthusiastic in praise of the performin court.
ance of this company.
S.

Lindauer, the populist leader of
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can He
1894, is in town, from Deming, on court
Read With Profit liy All Our
business.

TowiiHpeoplc.

Geo. F.Patrick, an attorney at Pueblo,
Colorado, was among the passengers on

Attend the great horse' sale.
Home Made candy at Win. Hose's.
C. M. Coggin, of Lordsburg is in town.

Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
M. H. Twomey has gone to California
on a trip.
J. E. Foster, of the Lower Mimbres,
is in town.
C. H. Curtis, of Hanover, was in town
on Monday.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
J. E. Pond, of San Marcial, was in the
city on Monday.
John Moss, of the Mangas, came into
town on Monday.
Prof. W. H. Decker, of Central was
in town on Saturday.
G. Wormser, the merchant prince of
Deming is in the city.
U. E. MoDaniel, of Cook's Peak, is in
town on court business.
Don. N. Y. Ancheta, of San Lorenzo,
was in town last Friday.
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
subscribe for Thk Eaolk.
M. F. Downs, of the Upper Gila has
spent several days in town.
E. P. Hrt, of Lordsburg has been in
the city for several days.
Wm. Rose's candy store is next door
to Abraham's barber shop.
A. Monett, a prominent citizen of Las
Yegas was here on Sunday.
Wm. H. Hudson, of Deming came up
to the county seat on Monday.
Capt. Wm. French, the Alma cattleman was in the city last Saturday.
For Sale. A ladies bicycle for sale
cheap. Inquire at the Eagle oflice.
J. L. Vaughn, a prosperous ranchman
on the Lower Mimbres is in the city.
W. E. Watson and Samuel Meek were
down from Pinos Altos on Saturday.
Our stoves have arrived. Come and
see them.
jr. W. Keff.
Harry Martin, a prominent young
cattleman from Carlisle district is in
town.
Pure fresh candy made by Wm. Rose.
E. Chapman Smith, Wayne Me V.
Wilson and Alan D. Wilson, of Philadelphia have been guests of the Tim-mhouse for several days.
er

Monday's train.
T. L. Stockton, Jr. one of Grant county's gentleman cowboys has been in
town several days.
Bring your job work to The Eagle office. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
County treasurer Newt. Bolich, of
Deming came up from the Queen city of
the plains, on Sunday.
County Commissioner A. J. Clark,
J. B. Hodgdon and H. II. Kidder came
up from Deming on Saturday.
R. II. Oldham, a prominent cattleman, of Carisle, came into town last
Friday and still tarries in the city.
A full line of children's ladies' and
gents' Bhoes in stock, at lowest prices,
at Borenstein Bros.' Ten cent store.
Wm. P. Nash, travelling representative of the Albuquerque Daily Citizen is
in the city in the interest of his paper.
Call at George D. Jones' and leave
vour orders for Tha
Turkey, Cranberries, celery, oysters and
guwe, uu ui me uesi.
James AV. Gillett, is on the petit jury,
instead of John II. Gillett, whose name
appears in the jury list in another column.
An opportunity of a life time to secure any kind of a horse you want, at
at. tlio irru'ut lmuU
vour own nriet.
r- uioü nine
of the Hart Bros. Co., limited, on Nov.
-- o,
i anu zotn.
J. A. Mahoney, a popular Deming
merchant and secretary of the board of
regents of the Normal school here wiu a
visitor in Silver City on .Monday, returning home yesterday.
When in need of anything in the
Crockery or Glassware line call on D.
Neff & Co., a completo lino to select
from, and price to suit the time. Broa-

e'"

dwaynear

John II. Braga w, the Georgetown merchant and miner, who is alno interested
in mining property at Gold Hill returned, on Friday, from a two month's
visit to his old home in Alabama and
to the Cotton States Exposition at Atlanta, Georgia. John ii enthusiastic over
the exposition and says it has proven u
great success in displaying the wonderful resources and products of the
Southland.

Elephant Corral.
and
Feed Stables,

L. II. Rowlkk, Proprietor.
Dealer in Hay and Grain.
Free Stable room for Freighters.
This popular Corral, repaired and rebuilt, Is butter lilted than ever to accommodate the public.
Special
t.r t i Freighting
trade.
hidm-uiiMii-

NO FUN ABOUT IT

E. ROSENBERG,
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
I promise you faithfully. In the lontf run
you shall save half your money, by havlnu
your work neatly and promptly done to suit
yourself, at E. UOüENHEUU'rf
Silver City. N. M

lift

Postollice.

Judge Bantz returned, on Sunday,
from Eddy, where he held court for
Judge Hamilton. The papers of that
section speak in the highest terms of the
Ar"
manner in which judge Bantz dispatched
TO TRADE
FAILED
business.
WITH
The great horse sale of Hart Bros,
land and cattle company is being held
at the Elephant corral. The sale began
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
yesterday and will continue toduv and
lien lor In
tomorrow. Arthur Nichol and Harry
Classen are the auctioneers.
FRUITS AND CON F EOT I ON E U Y
Rodney G. Clarke, ("Good-boy"Cigars, Tobaooo, Notions, etc.
to
whom everybody in Silver City is a
Boohs, Stationery and Pe.
friend, and who has made a reputation
riodioals or all Kinds.
as a newspaper man in the local columns
of the Dentin Headlight, has been in POSTOFFICE
STORE.
town on couri business since Monday.
SILVER CITY,
NEW MEXICO.

BAXTER

),

BISHOP.
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the clerical labor of that body. The Co.
Boles & Rice vs Henry Wlnstead.
grand jury has remained in session
Henry M. Brock vs N. Henderson.
absence of the judge and
the
during
Governor Thornton iHHuei HI Procln-nintlo- u
R.G. M.&P. R. R. Co. vs John W.
have apparently been very industrious.
Petit jury: John T. Muir, Yal. Dom- Gill, et al. S. C. D. & P. R: R. Co. vs
In pursuance of the well known cusuooer, same.
ingue8, w. S. Farnswortn, a.
tom of returning thanks to the Giver of
The Winter Cattle Raising Co. vs Jose
P.'Rainbolt, Geo. L Shakespeare, A.
all gifts tor the blessings bestowed upon
Walker, S. Dunnagan Jr, Wra. Ma Lopez.
us, and in thankful consideration of the
Martha L. D. Keiser vs C. II. Dane,
E. Clark, E. Wellington, Patrick Mc- copious and bounteous rains, which He
Baker,
al
et
L.
C.
Gheeney, Godfrey Geiser,
in His allwise mercy has bestowed upon
Valverde Land Cattle Co. vs Jose Ma.
Barney Kerr, Wra, Moore, J. W.
the people of this territory during the
J. C. Brock. It. G. Landrum, Lopez.
past year granting to them a plentiful
Co. vs C. M. LewG. Wormser
George Eddy, John McMillen, Stephen
harvest and a Reason unprecedented in
&
Son.
Rus
is
Gillett,
Uhli, E. A. Robbins, J. W.
the history of New Mexico.
A. B. Cowen, et nl w J. P. Casey,
Corvell.
In acknowledgement of our indebtet
nx.
Abel
of
and
Trujillo
Juan
The case
edness to Almighty God for the maniGeorge' Theis, Jr. vs C. F. Howell.
Duran, charged with murder, was set
fold blessings and mercies vouchsafed
Houck & Deiter vs Oscar Rolich.
for the third Monday, December 2d
to the people of our territory, I earn
Tomas Maese vs Matilde Bega.
The following cases on the civil docket
estly recommend that Thursday, the
Territory va Walker B. Duffy.
disposed of H. C. Day vs S. P. Co.
were
28th day of November, 1895, Imj set
Territory vs Valverda mining & smeltby default for $40.00.
apart and observed as a day of thanks of N. M. judgment
ing Co.
E. L. Foster, Receiver vs Vermejo
giving and prayer. On that day let us
Territory vsCollosal mining Co.
assemble at our respective places of Company, judgment by default
Mini Walker' MuU'l,
worship, and with grateful praise and
Israel King vs Daniel Kyle, judgment
The entertainment at Morrill opera
thanksgiving, confess our responsibility by default.
last Wednesday evening, by Miss
house,
to God, the creator of all, and renew our
E. L. Foster, Receiver vs Con M. No
Grace Braidewood Walker, the charm
determination to live better and more lan, judgment by default for $163.49.
ing vocalist, assisted by local talent was
upright lives in the years to come. May
C. C. Tate vs J. B. Jemigan, judgment
attended by a large and appreciative
we not forget to comfort the sick, cheer
by default for $315.72.
audience, who were delighted with the
the unfortunate and manifest charity
P.R.Smith vs Oak Grove & Sierra excellent rendition of the programme.
toward all.
Verde Cattle Co., dismised at plantiff's
All are agreed that Miss Walker is
Given under my hand and the great cost.
of a phenomenal voice and
possessed
seal of the territory of New Mexico, at
Walter C. Wallis vs same, dismissed
as a vocalist are wonpowers
her
that
the executive odice at Santa Fe on this, at defendant's cost.
derful.
the lllth day of November, in the year
Harry Booth vs Mrs. J. M. Lynch,
Silver City always shows an appreciaof our Lord, one thousand, eight hundred
dismissed at plaintiff's cost.
of superior talent and real merit
tion
and ninety-fivand the one hundred
Keays & Herndon vs Manuel Taylor,
is unopposed demand for a
there
and
and twentieth year of our American dismissed at plaintiff's cost.
repitition of the Musical at an early
independence.
The following cases were continued
date.
W. T. Thokxtox,
for the term: Tomas Gonzales vs N.
Those who assisted Miss Walker acGovernor of New Mexico.
Grayson & Co.
themselves very creditably.
quitted
By the Governor:
The Oak Grove Land & Cattle Co., vs
Lomos Mn.i.Kit,
the A. T. & S. F. R. R. Co.,
Subscribe for the Eac.i.k only $2.00 a
Secretary of New Mexico.
W. B. Catehings vs Humboldt Mining vear.
THANKSGIVING.

Han-niga-

n,

e,

Dlhtrlct Court.

B. T. LINK,

Last Wednesday, Judge Hamilton
completed the organization of the juries
Proprietor of the
and the grand jury proceeded with its
labors. The petit jury was excused until Monday. After calling the docket
and hearing motions, Judge Hamilton
m
i
adjourned court, on Thursday morning
until Monday and left for Las Vegas,
where both U. S. and territorial Courts
were in session. The following compose
the juries:
Grand Jury: John Corbett, Foreman,
il
tl
R. AV. Grabe, Albert Reals, MaxSehutz,
C.
F.
Andasola,
Rodgers,
Trinidad
Clark
Allison, E. E. Toney, Sim. Ilolstein,
Will constantly keep on hand the. choicest
Young,
W.
Benevides, H.
E.
Yates,
George
Goodell,
S.
A,
C. A.
W.
Jackson,
J.
Rosch,
Julius
Dlmmick, W. B. Conner, Charles
Stephens, Marti Mullen, D. C. Lank-forin
Henry Meyer.
Wo solicit your patroimga
A. H. Morehead is the bailiff for the Also a full line of FRUIT.
grand jury and Percy Lucas interpreter,
BULLARD ST., SILVER CITY, N, M.
while Max Schutz and A. Beals perform

I PEOPLE'S

EAT"

ARKET

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game

Season.
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Abstract of Property Awessed for Taxei
In Grunt

County,

1808.

Through the courtesy of assessor Chil-der- s
and his efficient deputy J. J. Sheridan the Eaoi,k ii enabled to present to
its readers an abstract of the summary
of the value of all property assessed
in this county, for 1895, showing the
value of each class of such property, as
follows:
Agricultural Lands, 15,010 acres,
Value,
64,870
Inprovenients,
76,410
Land & Imp'ts,
Total, $142,280
Grazing Lands, 65,270 acres, 78,060
Improvements,
124,800
Land & Imp'ts;.
Total, $202,860
Town Lots,
103,650
Buildings & Improvements,
459,410
Town Lota & Imp'ts ;
Total $562,960
Telegraph & Telephone
Lines 358 miles
3,970
Railroads: Southern Pacific,
99.47 miles
653,875
A. T. S. F.
67.85 miles 435,070
Ariz & tf. M. (Narrow Guage)
30.50 miles
79,970
Total, $1,168,915
Quartz Mills,
$180,640
Notes & Book Accounts,

2,870

Steam Engines,
14,780
Horses, number of, 6,094,'
69,480
Mules, number of, 159,
5,870
Cattle, number of, 110,200,
615,670
Sheep, number of, 14,180,
15,720
Goats, number of, 9,048,
15,720
Swine, number of, 563,
1,320
Burros, number of, 144,
215
Carriages, and other vehicles
number 667
19,460
Sewing Machines, number 267,
3,170
Saddles and Harness,
575
Merchandise, Average value
.

for yea"",

Capital in Manufactures,
Farming Implements,
Fixtures in saloons and
other places of business,

Mney,
Bonds, warrants A coupons,
Watches & Clocks,

187,690
16,900
3,120
9,500
9,180
2,100
6,070

Books, Law, Medical

and Miscellaneous,

Jewlry,

'

4 280

8580
Silver Plato
8,710
Musical Instruments,
7,790
Household Furniture,
46,380
Shares of Stock in banking
and other. Corporations,
96,050
Hay and Grain,
830
Lumber,
530
Blacksmith's & Carpenter's tools , 2,540
Other Proporty not described, 22,560
Total Assessed value of nil
Property,
$3,538,780
Peduet Exemptions &
reductions,
89,600
Balance of Property subject
to taxation,
$3,449,180
Gold

&

Thanksgiving;

NOYEMIJEE

27, 18i5.

Proclamation.

That we may not be unmindful of the
annual observance of the day set apart
for rendering thanks to the Allwise Creator for the many favors vouchsafed to
the people of this comunity during the
year past, I recommend and earnestly
trust that, on Thuisday, the 28th day
Of November, 1895, the day designated
for thanksgiving and .prayer, the people
of Silver City may assemble at appro-priaplaces of worship, and with grateful hearts not only offer sincere praise
for past blessings, but with renewed
faith .in the enduring wisdom and mercy
of God, exemplify this faith by the exercise of the most beautiful of Christian
virtues charity toward the poor.
Given under my hand and the seal of
the Town of Silver City, at the council
rooms in Silver City, New Mexico, on
this the 19th day of Novemlier, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred anil ninety-fiv- e,
and in the one
hundred and twentieth year of our
American Independence.
John W. Flemiso,
Attest,
Mayor.
Wm.F. Lorenz, Clerk.
tc

Mnle Creek Itciim,
Mm.E Ckkek, N. M
Nov. 19. This
part of the country is extremely dull
now, as nearly all the people have gone
to court.
A light snow fell in Pine Ciénega last
week, but it did not reach here.
Stock are still doing well and some of

the fat cattle are being disposed of at
Mogollón.
Well the "dirty old sheep"
are dipped at last, and the sheep inspector may rest easy. Cufien Bishop
killed an enormous lion on Mule Creek
a few days ugo. They are numerous
here this year, and are giving the sheep
men quite a lot of trouble. It is indeed
strange; how '.'varment's" and even
some people will annoy sheep so much,
Mhen there are other stock in the
country just as good as they.
Deputy Sheriff McAfee was up in this
part of the country last week, to the
sorrow of many of its people.
The saw mill near here is building up
very rapidly.
Muu Ckeek,

Clark, of Socorro, grand master at arni9 ;
E. F. Ul rii k, of White Oaks, grand inner guard ; W. AY. Risdon, of Gallup,
grand outer guard ; M. S. Hart, of Las
Vegas, supreme representative.
Accident at PIuoh Alios.
Last Wednesday, Euthariu Childers,
while working in a stope of the Pacific
mine, at Pii or Altos was caught by the
falling of a boulder of ore from the roof
of the slope and narrowly escaped serious injury. The block of ore partly
rested u pun the wall, but oiie point of it
caught his left thigh and bruised it
quite badly. Nine car loads, or about
the same ti .tin Iter of tons were lmitd
from the breaking uu of the boulder.
Childcr is out again and is congratulates hiuiR'lf that he was not caught
under the full weight of the boulder.

Broadway Hotel.
This Favorite Hotel has
been completely refitted
and is lirst class in
every particular.
Sample Room in Connection.

A.

Abraham,
Proprietor.

BROAD WAY I1EST AUHANT.
Under Croad

by

Everything New ind

llctcl.
Eii-j-

r

nt.

Meals at all hours, day and

night.
Oysters, fish and game in season.

The best meals in the city.
Jim On,
Chef and Manager.

TEN CENTSTORE

Kulghti of PythluH.
The .12th annual session of the New
Mexico grand lodgé of Knights of Pythias
PROPRIETORS.
closed last Wednesday night, at Santa Fe
and adjourned to meet in ' Albuquerque,
Doalor in
011 the third Tuesday in November, 1806.
goods and CLOTHING I
The following is a list of the grand officers elected for the ensuing year:
and
C. E. Perry, of Las Vegas, grand chancellor : E. L. Browne, of Socorro, vice
CHILDREN'S SHOES. GLASSgrand chancellor; L. A. Skelly, of Silver
City, grand prelate ; S..M. Saltmarsh, of
WARE and CROCKERY.
Albuquerque, grand keeper of records
Born On Monday, Nov. 18th, to the and seal; Sol, Spiegelberg, of Santa Fe,
On Bullard St. Next Door
wife of L. C. Parker of this city, a eon.
grand master of the exchequer: C. C.
To allien & Sou.

BORENSTEIN BROS.

dry

ladies', cents'
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A NKW DRY WA8HER.
Excellent Results Obtained
Placers Near Golden.

oke up on Sunday morning they found tinued by general order until nextterm.
The case of W: E. McDaniel vs A. B.
five inches of snow had fallen during the night. They spent the day in Laird assumpsit, was taken up for trial
visiting the various points of interest in and a jury called. Upon conclusion of
and about the city and appeared to take the trial the jury returned a verdict in
great deal of interest fn the old church favor of the plaintiff for the full amount
claimed M 132.f0. The suit was brought
and the old adobe buildings.
to recover salary as deputy sheriff and
of
Pythias,
Knights
lodge
The grand
met here last week and elected officers keeper of property at $2.50 per day from
for the ensuing year. The attendance March, 1893 to July 18!H, J. S. Fielder
was good, representatives being present was the attorney for the p alntiff and R.
from nearly all of the lodges in the ter- P. Barnes for the defendant.
Judge Hamilton, upon his arrival and
ritory. The delegates were royally entertained whil they were here and the disposal of t he case of McDaniel vs Laird,
members of the local organization left resumed his place upon, the bench and
nothing undone to make the occasion took up the bank cases, in which Judge
one to be remembered by the delegates Bantz is disqualified and these cases are
from other lodges. Tbe next session of now occupying the attention of the
the grand lodge will be held in Albu court.
The grand jury, on Monday, returned
querque, tirant county nas a repre
sentative in the grand lodge in the per- eleven indictments. The following are
son of L. A. Skelly, who was grand pre the persons indicted upon whom warlate last year and who, being unable to rants have been served: W. C. Daven
attend the grand lodge this year, was re- port, murder; Lew Crew, sodomy;

that
the

Murderer Chare Had Secreted Quite a
Sum of Money for a Kulny Day.

Sanjja Fk, Nov. 25. A newly patented
dry washer has been at work in the
placera near Golden, in this county, for
a number of days and the results which
have been obtained are highly satisfac
tory. The machine which has been at
work there is the first one of the kind
ever built. It was constructed by Fras-e- r
& Chalmers, manufacturers of min
ing machinery at Chicago, and was
shipped to Cerrillos about the last of
October. The machine was Bet up and
operated under the supervision of the
inventor and Mr. Green, of San Marcos,
Tex., a mining man of considerable ex
perience and who is interested in the
Mangas Mining company, in Grant
county. The machine was thoroughly
tested and the results were entirely sat
isfactory.
The machine Is a rather complicated
one, but it has accomplished what no
other dry washer has ever done in .the
way of separating gold from dirt. Not
only will the new washer handle dirt
under a greater variety of conditions
than any other machine which has yet
been built, hut it saves a much larger
percentage of the gold than any of the
dry washers which have been in use in
this part of the country. The manu
facture of the machines will at once be
commenced by Fraser & Chalmers and
and it is quite probable that they will
be in general use in New Mexico placer
mines before the end of another year.
Since the exeution of Vialpondo and
Chaves here last week, it has transpired
that Feliciano Chaves was a criminal for
revenue. The evening before the exe
cution he gave a letter to a friend to send
to his wife with his body after the exe
cution. The letter contained directions
for the location of a sum of money which
Chaves had secreted and had not found
it convenient to take from its hidin
place. For obvious reasons nothing
was said about the letter or the money
until sufficient time had elapsed to al
low the money to be secured by the
widow.

There are nov almost two hundred
convicts confined in tho territorial peni
tentiary; a larger number than has ever
before been confined there at one time
and the courts are still doing good work
It is not at all improbable that the nun)
ber of prisoners will be increased to
more than two hundred before thé end
of the year.
arrived
A party of Boston Bight-seethey
when
and
night
Sunday
hero last
rs

11195.

elected to the same position.

Delegate Catron leaves today for
Washington to be present at the open
ing of the session of congress next Mon
day. Many of the residents of this place
are confident of the ability of Delegate
Catron to secure ihe passage of a bill for
the admission of New Mexico to the
union. They believe that Catron and
Elkins have influence enough to secure
the passage of the bill through both
house and senate and it is not believed
that the president would veto such a
bill, should it pass.
Some time during this session of con
gress it is quite propable that there
will be a bill introduced providing for
the establishment of a large military
Albuqnerqtie
post in the territory.
wants such a post, but people clown
tnere do not feel very confident that
Mr. Catron will assist them in securing
it. Santa Fe would offer no objections
if a large post were to be established
here and some of the residents of the
nnp'ipn am confident of the ability of
nnr dileL'ate to secure it. 'or for that
matter almost anything he wants
Time will tell whether coneress will lie
run under the direction of Mr. Catron
or whether he will have to plead for all
the favors he gets.
Dlntrlet Court In 8ennlon,

Promptly at 0 o'clock on Monday
morning court convened, Judge Bantz
presiding.
The case of Tom. Woods, charged with
murder, brought from Socorro county
upon change of venue was continued by
consent and his trial set for the first
Tuesday of the next term, which begins
on the third Monday of May, 1896. The
witnesses being recognized to appear on
the first day of the term.
All the cases on the civil docket againBt
M. W. McGrath, of Lordshnrtt were con- -

James Langford, unlawful branding and
larceny of cat tle, and Juan Ortiz, forgery.
Collector Laird yesterday turned over
to the county treasurer the amount of
taxes collected since his last settlement
and the same was distributed to the
various funds. This increases the court
fund about $800. Sheriff Shannon will
not claim payment of his bills for court
services at his time and through this the
jury may be held and court continue
probably two weeks longer. The grand
jury was discharged yesterday evening.
W. C. Davenport was arraigned yes
terday morning, and entered a plea of
not guilty to tho indictment charging
him with murder in tho killing of Sig.
Weisl. His case was set for trial next
Monday, Dec. 2d, following the Trujlllo
Duran murder case.
WANTED-A- N

IDEARSE

BUSS & CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
U. 0., for their $1,800 prise offer.

GRAND HORSE SALE.

.

At Silver City, N. M. Nov. 20,
27, and, 28 1895.
Tho Hart Bros Land and Cattle
Co. IA1 will sell at public auction
to the highest bidder all the Horses
comprised in their brand as follow;
One hundred head of Horses well
broken, weighing from 750 to 1200
pounds, suitable for Roadsters,
Freighters, Saddle Horses and expert
Fifty head of Horses unbroken,
naturally kind and gentle dispositions, good sizejand well bred.
One hundred head of well: 'bred
Mares and Fillies, part of them well
broken to saddle and harness.
Cow-ponie-

s.

8
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porary's estimate of that gentle- was that of Pilar Perez in July 1888
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STATEHOOD.

The Santa Fe New Mexican evidently thinks that the republicans
are in earnest about statehood for
New Mexico.
In a recent issue it
says:
It is somewhat early as yet to
discuss candidates for the delegate-shi- p
to be nominated next November. We have before us the contingency of statehood, for one thing.
If Delegate Catron is true to his
professions, having a
Elkins, on deck in the senate ought
to give him a stronger pull than
that ever possessed by any delegate,
and, as we say, if he is really earnest in his declarations favoring the
admission of New Mexico, the
campaign of 1896 may find us engaged in a contest for 6tate officers,
congressmen and a legislature that
will name our representatives in
the United States senate, so that
until the approaching session of
congress is well under. way and
some estimate can be made of its
disposition towards the admission
of new states, and until the friends
of the statehood movement have
had opportunity to estimate the
sincerity of Delegate Catron's efforts and pass judgment on his
congressional methods, we are all
practically at sea.
However, some of our contemporaries, the Silver City Eagle
among them, apparently think
statehood is too far in the distant
future to be counted even a possibility, and we notice that The
Fagle has taken time by the forelock and urges the fitness of the
Hon. H. B. Fergusson, of Albuquerque, as the democratic party's
nominee next year for delegate in
congress from New Mexico. We
print in full elsewhere on this page
The Eagle's article and desire to
add that the New Mexican thoroughly agrees with it's contem
,

side-parne-

r,

'

.

.;

.

man referred to. He is in every
sense "capable, honest and popular," a sterling democrat, and one
who would make a strong and effective contest
as the party's
standard bearer in 1896.
Delegate Catron may be in earnest about statehood for New Mexico. We hope he is and we are sure
that he will receive the support
and
of a great majorof
ity the democrats in the'territory
if he tries to get a bill passed providing for the admission of New
Mexico. It must be remembered,
however, that Mr. Catron is
not the republican party and that
it is not to the interest of the republican party to admit New Mexico at this time. Mr. Catroi's personal interests in the matter will
doubtless outweigh his political interests and he is certainly very
deeply interested personally in the
early admission of New Mexico.
The passage of a bill providing for
statehood for New Mexico might be
worth a million dollars to Mr. Catron, but ke. will have to use some
mighty persuasive language to get
his gold bug political brothers to
vote to admit New Mexico and
thus increase the strength of the
silver men by two in the senate
and one in the house.
Catron and Elkins now have an
opportunity to show their strength
with the republicans of the country. Both are heavily interested in
New Mexico and it will pay them
to make a strong fight. If they do
not win, the democrats will have
no trouble in earring the territory
next fall if they pull together.
PUNISHMENT OF CRIME.
There was a time in the history
of New Mexico, and it was not
many years ago, when the taking of
a human being's life was attended
with less serious consequences than
the stealing of a horse. Horse
thieves, if caught, were promptly
lynched, but the majority of murderers in this territory have been
allowed to go free and of those convicted the majority have seved sentences of less than ten years.
The last execution in this county

Sheriff
Hall and no legal execution had
taken place in this county for a
number of years previous to this
one. Last week two men were
hanged in Santa Fe county' and
these were the first legal hangings
to take place in that county for a
period of more than thirty-fiv- e
years,
although dozens of murders had
been committed in that county
within the time named. In some
of the counties of this territory there
has never been a legal executions,
but times are changing. There have
been more convictions of murder in
the first degree in New Mexico this
year than in any year since th territory was erected and there has
been an increase in the number of
convictions for other crimes than
that of murder.

for the murder

of Deputy

If the courts of New Mexico

con-

tinue to do as good work in the
future a3 has been done this year,
would-b- e
criminals will hesitate before committing crime. A man
with murder in his heart and the
vision of a scaffold before Iiíh eyes
is not likely to strike down his
victim. Nothing can more firmly
impress upon the public mind the
majesty of the law than the awful
spectacle of tho deliberate taking of
the life of a condemned criminal.
Such a spectacle as was witnessed
at Santa Fe last week will never be
forgotton by the hundreds who
witnessed these executions and will
have a greater effect than a score
of life sentences.

Next Monday congress will meet
and will begin to make history.
There will le plenty of time between
the meeting of congress and tho
holding of the national conventions
next year for the republicans in tho
house of representatives to ruin tho
prospects of the republican party
for the election of a president next
year. An overwhelming majority
in either branch of congress, such
us the republicans will have in the
housed representatives, is a dangerous thing and unless it be extremely well managed will ruin the prospects of the republican party.

185.
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Morrison, the great tin plate
orator of New Mexico, is not saying
much these days and there is an air
of weariness about him which is
doubtless caused by the perusal of
the government reports on the infant
tin industry of the United States.
It has also been suggested that he is
carrying about with him a McKinley
boomlet which he is waiting for an
apportunity to launch on the
turbulent political sea.

placed midway with his face downward.
The motive must have been to gain possession of hid horse and mule, with
which he left Las Cruces on 17th. The
horse had a saddle on it, the mule was
packed. And but for the station agent,
Mr. Andreas, of Nutt, and Mr. Fisher,
the conductor, and Mr. Ryan, the
brakesman of the L. V. branch of the
R. R., the remains of poor Cheney
would still remain in the mud hole or
pond, unless eaten by coyotes. Mr.
Cheney was not long since the foreman
of a mine at Cook's Peak. Ilillsboro

The financial physicians will
soon have to commence doctoring
the gold reserve again if they would
prevent it from wasting away. Like
a consumptive, the gold reserve
keeps wasting away and there is
about as much probability that the
present treatment will restore the
gold reserve as there is for the cure
of a consumptive in the last stages
of the disease.

ComppiiNutioii,

Advocate,

9

6ILLETT & SON
are located in the
SILVER CITY

NA-

TIONAL bank build-

ing, one block Mow

The Headlight has been studying
statistics on corn and has reached the
conclusion that from a bushel of corn a
distiller gets four gallons of wiskey,
which retails for $16. The government
gets, $3,60, the farmer who raised the
corn gets 40 cents, the railroad men gets
Until FURTHER NOTICE
$1, the manufacturer gets $4, the retailer
gets $7, the consumer gets three months
will sell CANNED
at Silver City, Constable Phillips gets we
paid for running him in, Judge Mar
shal gets paid for giving him a trial, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Sheriff Shannon gets paid for food and
Judge Hamilton might have been keep and Silver City gets the benefit of in cases to CONSUMERS
his work on the streets.
holding court here last week had it
Captain John P. Hyland, who pub
not been for the fact that Jndge
cost. These goods were in
lished
a newspaper at Kington and
Smith was in the east. It would be
afterwards at Rincón under the name
just as well if Judge Smith would of The Shaft, and who attained some the basement which was
spend more of his time in the terri prominence in Grand army circles,
upon being recognized as John O'Con Hooded with water,
tory.
are
nor, a defaulting postmaster at Mary-villMissouri, in 1882, last Febtiary,
Wonder if St. Catron will send
to Old Mexico and afterward not damaged In the least,
skipped
Tommy Hughes a Thanksgiving
returned to Missouri, has been arrested
turkey tomorrow? Tommy must be at Monett, in that state and will he held
GUAMLUP MENDOZA,
geting mighty weary of jail fare by for trial upon tho charge of embezzle,
Q, REPAIRING NEATLY
this time and he deserves at least mentof postal funds. He admita his D
AND
DWW I IX
PROMPTLY DONE.
this much recognition by his boss identity.
II prlpos reasonable, and
We wi$ h to fay to $ome of our $ub- . . .
satisfaction guaranteed.
r
The Tammany tiger has been $eribf rs that there i$ a $ubject in which M Ai
HllP on Market Street,
n.ll
killed a great many times by the they are or $hould bo interested, which
i$ uppermost ju$t at present in our
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
New York republicans, but has life
mind, and which i$ fure, if projwrly -enough left yet to keep the repub acted upon by all, to cau$e the $teed of
. Range:
Fleming and
licans of New York from twisting female per$ua$ion to Sprint $ouiewhat
vicinity.
his tail to any very great extent. Spiritedly. Modesty prevent u$ from
Postofllcfe ;
further allu$ion to the Subject ju$t at
Silver City.
Sincerely hope that the
we
but
present,
Democrats have been fighting
N. M.
afwill
not
mode$ty of our Subscribers
among themselves long enough. It fect them Similarly. Optic.
is time for them to begin to get to
cether. There is no time to lose,

our former place oí

business.
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YOUR

PLEASE

ATTENTION

Marder ami Robbery.
W. L. Cheney, a person well known
I desire to inform you that having purchased tho stock, fixtures
a
resident
recently
and
Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
parts,
of
etc.
these
in
of Las Cruces, was murdered near Nutt business at the same place.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
Station on the night ot the I7tn, or
morning of the I8th. He had been
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and wil.
Btruck a heavy blow in the back of head appreciato a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
Very Truly,
and his throat was cut from ear to ear,
He evidently had been killed within 100
feet of the pond and his body dragged to it
.

J,

R.

HICKS,
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difference between the two systems.
The United States note was a forced loan
from the people to the government,
Secretary Carlisle outlines the Recwhich the government promised to pay
ommendations
of the
dollars, but the free coinage of legal
in
government, not as a bank.
No change made in our currency sys Under silver at the ratio of 16 to 1 would
tem will afford relief unless it provides be a forced loan from the people to the
National
to
Greenback!
be Retired and the
for the retirement of the legal tenders. owners of silver mines and silver bullion
Bankt to lisuc Legal Tender Paper
The circulation of legal tendrs has a without a promise of repayment by anyMoney and Control Its Volume.
tendency to drive out of the country the body. The campaign against t he propovery coin in which the government is sition to debase our standard of value
be abandoned or suspended.
At the Beventeenth annual banquet of compelled to redeem them; and it has should not
of a sound and stated
friends
the
If
of
our
from
dollars
millions
expelled
the Chamber of Commerce of New York
of value arc vigilant and active
measure
and
government
the
Although
borders.
on the 19th inst, Secretary Carlisle made
our own people are compelled to weive this effect can not possibly succeed, aid
the speeeh of the evening he said :
will soon recede from the
"Two years ago, at your annual ban them, they will not discharge interna- the questioh
view.
But the United States
public
out
must
go
gold
and
obligations,
tional
quet, 1 said that the disposition and
will remain to comnotes
legal
tender
us.
against
final
to
balances
all
settle
ability of the government to maintain
currency
system and embarits own credit at the highest standard, No other government in the world is re- plicate the
In my opinion,
government.
the
rass
and to preserve the integrity of all the quired to supply gold from its treasury
at the earlidirection,
this
in
of
legislation
obligations
to
private
the
discharge
forms of currency in circulation among
de
is
imperatively
possible
day,
est
its
citizens.
the people, could not be reasonably
in
interest
substantial
While the pecuniary loss to which the manded by every
doubted, and ought not to be the subject
upon
postponment
and
its
country,
the
issue
of further controversy. But the task is people have been subjected by the
expediency, or
both difficult and expensive. Since that and continued circulation of legal tender any pretext of political
in
that no
advance
assumption
the
upon
this
incalculable,
been
almost
has
paper
declaration was made here interestaccomplished,
lie
can
bearing bonds to the amount of $162,315, has not been the only injury inflicted satisfactoiy result
would he a very grave mistake.
400 have been issued to procure gold tor upon the country.
No nation can reasonably hope to con
government
can
the
theories
that
The
the redemption of the United States
the trade of any considerable part of
trol
upon
stamp
its
by
money
placing
create
notes.
gesaru based
The notes still remain the same as the paper or other material ; that a legisla the world unless its excluí'
as
recognized
value
of
standard
bO
a
cents equal upon
Notes are redeemed, but tive enactment can make
beginning.
of commerce.
centers
all
in
the
artificially
sound
100
;
cents
in
to
that
value
they are unpaid. Our legal standard of
London
value is as sound as that of any country inflated prices, paid in a depreciated The pound sterling has made
in the world, and if we had Buch a cur currency, are better for the people that not only the principal market, but the
world. Enrency system to guarantee its perman- natural prices, paid in a sound currency, clearing house of the whole
great
profit from
realizes
not
only
now
gland
floating
vagaries
various
other
and
ent maintenance no government would
toll
out of the
takes
but
trade,
own
political
atmosphere,
her
the
like
bubbles
in
greatcommand a larger credit or realize
l
allothereountries.
of
internationi trade
er benefits from it than ours ; but the are all directly attributable to the
use of legal tender paper. With an inferior currency, we cuuM
great investors of the world appreciate
suprethe difficulties under which we arelabor-in- g The proposition that a prom so of the never successfully contest her
we can punish
belief
and
that
is
the
is
macy,
money
to
money
government
pay
reand, until these difficulties are
by destroying
moved, we can not reasonably hope to just as absurd as the proposition that a her or enrich oum-lveis one of the
money
of
own
our
value
horse,
is
the
a
see perfect confidence restored at home promise to deliver a horse
of the age."
delusions
remarkable
in
most
high
are
men,
eminent
yet
there
and
or abroad.
The fundamental vice in our currency public councils, who believe that the
llUyclu Katie at El lno.
system is the legal tender note redeema- United States' promissory note is actual
On Nov. 25 to 28 inclusive, for the bimoney and that the statute which com- cycle races to be held at F,l IV", nn
ble in coin by the government and
under the law. There are other pels all the people to receive it as actual Thanksgiving day, the A. T. a s. i;'.
defects, but this threatens the stability money is constitutional, and ought to he railroad company will sell round trip
d
tickets to El Paso, at one and
of the whole volume of our currency. continued in force.
fare. Final return
standard first-claof
free
coinage
for
the
The agitation
So long as the notes are outstanding the
H. M. Stkckkk,
November 29th.
Agent.
slightest diminution of the coin reserve legal tender silver is predicated upon the
underlies
the
vicious
principle
that
same
of
once
a
excites
feeling
apprehension
at
Dr. S. D. Swope, uf Denting was in
and of distrust, affects the values of all legislation making paper promises a
is
practical
a
the citv last I'riday.
securities, curtails investments, and legal tender; but there
more or less seriously embarrasses all
the business affairs of the people,
In attempting to provide a circulating
medium consisting of its own notes redeemable in coin on presentation and
reissuablo after redemption, the government of the United States is engaged in
a business for which it is wholly unfitted
and which was never for a moment contemplated by its founders. It has a
GIVES
right to borrow money and issue evidences of the debt, but it was never contemplated that it should convert itself
into a bank of issue and furnish a legal
tender paper currency for the use of the

THE OTHER SIDE!

people. The treasury department ought
to be,! and was intended to be, simply a
public agency for the management of
the fiscal affairs of the government as a
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PETROLEUM WAGONS.

cost of a voituré. A horse, year in ami
year out, would hardly do more than 15
miles a day. Out'of these
The New Motor Carriages and are, of course', rough, onefigures, which
may deduct
Their Coet.
something like, twopence a mile as the
cost of a horse carriage The advanCheapness One of the Advantages of the tage is in favor of the' petroleum carNovel Conveyances
riage by 3 to l.London Saturday Re
Received with
Great Favor In This
Country.

view.

i.'
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SUPREME MOMENT
The practibility of these carriages
seems to be placed beyond doubt. Since
1392 they have been growing in favor
in Fronce, and the only wonder is that
we have not seen them over here before
now. The future would oppear to belong to them, if all be true, and we can
hardly doubt the bona fides. They are
ns easily worked as a tricycle probably easier. A novice, as many witnesn,
is able upon the first trial to drive his
carriage over 200 miles in 2 days of
10 hours apiece. Tourists have wandered over half a dozen departments in
them, and the taste is spreading every
day. Soon the enthusiasm will reach
England, and then well, It is difficult
to say what will happen then.
For among the great advantages of
the petroleum carriage is its remarkable
cheapness. The cost of a carriage is
not much in the first instance. They
are built, as we have said, with touching
t,
fidelity to old forms. There is the
the wagonette, the phaeton, the
"break" and the "mylord," as our
French friends have it. From a purely
lay contemplation of these vehicles, v. e
nre not disposed to think that finality
has been reached in regard to their
chape,
When the first railway carriages were
constructed, either out of loving conservatism or from a desire not to offend, they were built upon the line of
the stage coach and colored to match.
In time they achieved their own independence and individuality. Messrs.
l'anhard and Levassor will probably find
time and experience ripen their invention in this respect. At present a
voiture a deux places cost 108; a
voiture a quartre places forme dogcart
200; the phaeton,
212, one1
costs.
the "mylord" heads the price list a'
240. These cannotbe reckoned extravagant prices. And when you have
once purchased a voiture to your taste
the saving seems amazing.
To begin with, two horses can be discarded; and horses, we believe, are
roughly estimated to cost 25 or 30
a year apiece to keep. A purchaser of ;
petroleum carriage reckons that it cost:'
him from 1.50Í. to 2f. a day. The manufacturer's reckoning is 4e. per kilometer
carriage and 5c. for a
for a
carriage; let us say, on an
average, something between a halfpenny and 3 farthings a mile.
Compare this with the expenses of
horses. Let us say a cab horse cost:;
some 30, and is available for three
years; that constitutes a yearly chorge
ol 12. Add to this 25 for 'food and
keeping, and we get a total of 37. The
initial outlay on the vehicle may be ignored, as we are also ignoring the initial
dog-cur-
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IN A

LAUNCH

la When the Vessel First Gets Into the
Water.
V
That a launch is a matter of mathe'

matics, as well as of great skill and labor, is shown by the fact that the man
of science who has the matter in char-always makes a set of calculations show?
Ing the strain on the ship and its precise condition at practically every foot
of the journey down the ways. If ;i
boat should get in the way, or if it
should take an unusual length of time
to knock out the
or if any
one of half a dozen things should cause
fterious delay, the scientific man knows
just how long he can wait, and just how
far the limit of safety extends.
There is always one supreme moment
in a launch, and it is at a time that escapes the average spectator. It is when
the vessel gets fairly well into the water.
This is when an important factor known
ns the moment of buoyancy comes into
play. If you can imagine a vessel sliding down an incline without any water
Into which to drop, you can see that the
vessel would tip down suddenly at the
end which has left the ways, and would
rise at the end still on the incline. But.
really, in successful launches, the stern
of tho vessel is gradually lifted up by
the water, and this throws the weight
forward on that part of the ship still
resting on the ways. The force of the
water is called the "moment of buoyancy," and the natural tendency of the
ship to drop to the bottom of the stream
ia railed the "moment of weight." Now
the moment of buoyancy must always
be greater than the moment of weight;
but it must not be very much prenler.
for if it were it would throw too much
weight iorward on the part of the
fitill on the ways, and might brook then,
down, or injure the plates or kec of
the ship. When the great Kn"!"!!)
battleship Ramillies was launched. t!'.in
did really happen; and so great was the
strain near the bow that parts of t'.io
cradle were actually pushed right into
the bottom of the vessel. It Is this c'nn-ne- r
oí disaster that causes the relcntifie
lumeher to make the most careful
as to the conditions sun ovr.d-'lii.the ship at every foot of her journey
Into the water. Frank Matthews, n
St. Nicholas.
keel-block- s,

vi;
1

Borax is extensively used In preserving foods. Dr. Fere, of Taris, has
tried it to cure epilepsy and finds that it
is injurious to many persons. Itcauses
loss of appetite, with burning pains in
the stomach; favors skin diseases, especially eczema; produces baldness,
and, above all, brings on kidney disease,
converting slight disorders into fatal
cases.

lü'ir.
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FASHIONABLE

FOvJIcAK.

More, Attention

J'uld to Comfort and
venience Than Formerly.

Con-

"C-course, for carriage wear, house
wear, evening year, the Louis Quinzu
heel is all the. go although I do not
advocate women moving ubout all day
in the, house, for instance, with their
feet at the angle those heels enforce.
Whether a woman is walking on the
street or walking in the house her foot
should be properly poised.
The low
heel and pointed toe, even an extremely
pointed toe, are to be preferred to the
broad toe and high heel which prevailed
a 'dozen or so years ago.V
''And ' about the plcadilly toes are
they", vanishing?"
"Abounded toe, neither pointed nor
square,
we are making novv for1
walking' boots; but slippers still terminate in n sharp point', perhaps notas
exaggerated as last Season.'- - .. "liuckles",havé little- - to do with the
anatomy of the- foot;" he added, "but T
want to show : you ' these
buckles on the patent-leathe- r
sVppers,"..
and he took from the show- window v. ..
variety of CindereltaSlike
footgear ..
strapped and buckled iiv novel iin '
"
dainty designs.
They were pretty
enough for the roseleaf feet of fairies.
"In regard to leggings, a subject so
Important to the tunieed and gaited
Rosalinds who flit through our parks
and ulong our boulevards, it is revealed
that shapely and satisfactory accessories of the kind are being made of
black leather and pigskin. The majority ore buttoned for convenience in
getting into them, but the more expensive ore laced with delicate precision and fit like wax.
"Undoubtedly people pay much more
attention to their feet, take better care
of them ar.d think more of their comfort now thon they ever did. And well
they need to do so," quoth the shoemaker, emphatically. "Many peopl
d
are
nnd.their bodies throw
clear out of plumb simply from always
having balanced themselves on absu: 1
heels and having worn the wrong simpo
of shoe. I know personally an apparently sensible woman who weighc'
two hundred and twenty-fiv- e
pound r.
and who wore habitually a one and one-hashoe with a heel three inches high.
She fell once or twice and hurt hersel-r- ,
but the fall was never attributed to the
shoes. I have another customer, a flnt
looking girl of noble proportions, who
invariably orders an 'A' last. It is
too narrow for her. Among the.
people who come to us to be fitted nre
a great many whose feet are totally unlike. They have a corn, perhaps, on oi;o
foot, and habitually walk in such a we. v
as to euse that foot; that is, 'throw the
pressure off the corn. A different set
of muscles is used and the foot enlarge s
in a different'way from its companion
foot.
Feople invariably 'favor' one
member of the body more than the
other; in measuring for leggings one
leg is often found much larger than the
other, and tho same is true in regard to
feet. The shoes are made similar, but
the feet are distinctly different." N. Y.
Tribune.
f
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jsIi eaters, for the reason that gram is
scarce there and fish is plentiful.
Darkness That May Be Dispelled' by the
In England sheep aro known who deAtlanta Exposition.
light
in snails. Tho observation of this
According1 to a story which comes up
fact is not new it dates back one hunThe firnL of American Newspapers,
from Capt. Ual Tabb Walker, a
dred and fifty years.
nent planter of Georgia and a resident
Is well known that a large number CHARLES A.DANA, Editor...
of Atlanta, there is much need of en- of It
insectivorous birds become grain
lightenment in the southern portion of eaters
whenever they "find that they
the state. It seems that a man living cannot procure their
ordinary diet of
in that section was sent on some misinsects.
.....
American Constitution, tho American
sion up to Atlanta during the month of
July last. While there he saw and was
THE FAMOUS ALERT.
Iduii, the American Spirit. These first, lust
much interested, in the making of arti- A
Historio Ship That Has Just Been and nil the time, forever.
'
ficial ice.
Bold for tho Motal In Her.
Returning home he told of this to his
$6 u your
Beached upon tho
shoals, Dully, by mull
friends, and for all the fact that he is a
near Quebec, lies the old steamship Dully and Sunday, by
u yeur
$8
good church member and up to that
mull
Alert, which in 1875-7- 0 .was moored
timo had been a highly respected citinearer to the north polo than any other Tho Weekly
$1 u yeur
zen of the community, he was at once
vessel has ever been, says the New
looked upon with suspicion. The feel- York Sun.
ing ran so high against him for tolling
She was tho flagship of the Nares
and persisting in telling that men, com- Arctic
expedition and lay all winter at
mon mortals, were making ice in the
Floberg beach. 82 degrees 14 minutes
!i'.)t month of July, something they denorth latitude. In 1888 she was preclared the Lord could not do, that he sented by
tho British government to id the greatest Sunday Newspaper
was threatened with expulsion from
our government to take part in the
In the world.
the church.
Greely relief expedition, and after that
Ho did his best to defend himself,
successful enterprise she was returned Price 5c a copy. By mail, $2 a year,
and at last suggested that a delegation
with thanks to tho British.
of the most reputable church members
AddrrMK TUB HVS, New York.
In 1885 she was loaned to the Canago with him to Atlanta, where, he as- dian
government
to
investigate
the
V
uricu, ne wouui prove lnis statement iito navigablility of Hudson straits, and to
their entire satisfaction. The elders, bring back the party of explorers left
willing to give him a chance, did seTect upon
its banks in 1884 by the Neptune.
a committee, which with the accused
On this trip the Alert was commanded
proceeded to Atlanta, and there, of by Capt. Gordon,
and for three weeks
course, they saw that their brother was was
jammed in a field of Ice. It was
right and that men, common mortals, her last northern voyage.
lid make ico in July.
.' Tho imperial authorities
presented
They all returned home and as quick- her' to the Canadian government,
and
ly as possible a moating was called to
the latter, finding her at last to be
!io:vr the report. When the elders heard
Sanded Electric Belt.
after employing her for
thu delegation declare, as had the some time in
the buoy and lighthouse
brother before it, that ice was really service, sold her at auction several days
made in Atlanta in July they arose in ago.
their wrath and churched the whole
She was bought for 4,000 by a shiplot of them.
builder of St. John for the sake of her
TREE'CLIMBINQ RABBITS. :'. old metal and other material.
precious time and
Pnrther waste
ELDERS.

THE SUN.
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Sheep That I.ovo SnuUs and Insectivorous
Hirili That Food on Uraln.

It seems almost a stretch of the imagination to think of rabbits climbing
trees. Yetiu Australia many rabbits
have somehow acquired the
habit, huvlng been forced, on account of the persecutions of dogs and
other animals, to drop burrowing and
imitate squirrels.
An Australian sent on to England re
cently the two front feot of a rabbit
that had been killed on an acacia, three
yards from the ground, arid ho wrote In
his letter .that this was not at all a remarkable thing, and ho had often found
them, or at least the traces of their
claws, on the bark of trees four, five
and six yards high.
For a parrot to cat sheep Is another
remarkablo thing, and yet the kea of
New Zealand has become a sheep cater,
having changed to this article of food
from a purely vcgotaUlo diet.
The tradition of the island is that at
onetime rese parrots were unable to
obtain their usual suppjy of vegctablo
food and that in desperation they invaded the "drying rooms" and ate
whatever came to hand, finding sheep
.meat agreeable.
Jn Iceland almost all the horses arc
tree-climbi-

Peculiarity of tin Mocking lllrrt.
The most remarkablo thiDg about a
mocking bird Is its way of laying out a
range. In the autumn it goes south
and establishes itself on a pieco of
ground that will yield berries and other
food enough to last until tho following
spring. The tract Is determined respecting boundaries with as much accuracy as a mining prospector would
use in staking out a claim. Perhaps it
may be ouly fifty yards square, and it
may have a length and breadth of as
much as one hundred yards. Tho space
depends mainly upon tho food supply
in sight, but the mocking bird is a
great glutton and wants ten times tho
quantity that would be necessary to
keep him alive. Having laid out 'his
range, the owner will defend It with
his life, and no other fruit-eatin- g
bird
is allowed to enter it.

WAYS

Watches Smuggled in Milk.

willing

w is incuraoiei

nominal weBHliess), tmniroim, rnniw
or Total Impotence, Uraln Exhaustion,
Indiscretion,
Losses, lorgettalness,
Nleeplessness, etc. But natures own rem-

.

'

vacuum treat-wil- l
never curo
probably tried
Nature li Aland waiting to
man suffering

money on drugs,
menu, etc, Tliey
you.
You have
them and know.

It is EXEC
possible perfection
for Its application Is attained In the
Dr. Manden Electric Belt. This invention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, and we refer
sufferers to hundreds of cures In every State.
Throw drugs to the dogs, and Join our army
of eures in blessing the greatest boon ever
given weak men. This belt also cure!
edy must be scientifically used.

TBIilTY, and the greatest

well-kno-

Rheumatism, Lame Back,
Luml)ago,Dyspepsia,Kidney
and Liver Complaints, and
general
-

A

ill-heal- th.

pocket edition of

U.iUUU

DOUK

lr,

Sanden's)

cele- -

"Thrae Classes of Men,"

The French customs authorities on
be sont free, sealed, upon appllcutiui,
the Swiss frontier have dotected a novel will
livory man should read it. It in the only lull
ever
and ingenious swindling device. Watch- f"l complete guide for
es were sent across tho border, scaled ou'orod. Free to everybody. Mend for It.
up in cans of condensed milk. It is
Co.,
estimated that twenty-tw- o
thousand
watches, valued at two million francs,
No, 028 (Sixteenth Bt., Denver, Col,
have entered Franjo thus in tho past .1 Ino Sew York, Chicago dc London, E!gr.
six months.
1
Concernía the WoiUI
i . i jest

Th Sanden
Electro-Medica-

Electric
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cu;;ed ly sun baths.

the excited shouts of the t.iouauuu;
who line the walls, until finally it fonn-F- .
past in turbid majesty, hurrying toward the heart of China. The celestial'!
have tried to deal with it in everv vvnv.
human and superhuman.

Happy Recovery of a Paralytic Through
a Ilegort to Exposure.
The liveliest passenger on board the
steamship City of Peking was Humphrey Kendrick, of Los Angeles,
lie

had just returned from Japan, says the
San Francisco Chronicle, a country thut
he loves, because a few years ago it completely cured him of paralysis.
When Kendrick found that he had
lost control of his limbs he determined
to spend all the money he had to get relief. It was easy enough to tell what
had brought the paralysis upon him,
for the first stroke came soon after he
had a bad tumble on horseback. The
animal fell in such a way as to catcli
Kendrick squarely beneath it, severely
wrenching and straining his spine.
Kendrick found that he was much better in hot weather, and this led him to
go to the Hawaiian islands. He was so
much better there when it was hot that
he concluded to go to a still warmer
place. Somebody told him that the
south coast of Japan in summer was
the place.
For many months during that hottest
of hot summers Kendrick engaged in n
most unique attempt to regain his
health. For days at a time he would
lie positively stripped to the skin in the
hot sand on the seashore of Japan. He
got so that he rather liked it. As the
days passed he kept getting better.
Then he took to seeking exercise. A
donkey was secured and Kendrick.stark
naked, would ride the animal up and
down the beach. It was almost too hot
for the beast, but Kendrick did not seem
to mind it. The result was complete
recovery. Kendrick enme back feeling like a schoolboy and much infatuated with the country of the Japs.
ONE OF NATURE'S PHENOMENA.
A

Bore's

Visitation
Chckiang, China.
Scmi-Amiu- al

at

Twice a year at each equinox the
famous tides of the Tsien Tang river,
that flows from the borders of Kiangsi,
Fuhkien and C'hiekinng to Hang Chow
bay, attain iheir greatest height; and
a bore of sometimes over 40 feet in
height sweeps irresistibly up its shallow and funnel-shapeestuary, often
producing tremendous havoc to the
surrounding country hence its name,
'"moneydike," from the amount expended in successive centuries on its embankments. It is seen at its best at
Hang Chow, the prefectural city not
far from its mouth. Twelve or 14 minutes before it is visible a dull, distant
roar is heard, momentarily swelling
until the wall of muddy water, tall as
the bulwarks of the biggest liner, as
overwhelming as a glacier, sweeps
into sight round the bend a mile away.
Not a boat is to be seen on the lately
erowded river; all are hauled up on to
Ihe huge embankment and moored fore
and aft with a dozen rattan cables, for
none but ocean going steamers could
i.tcm the current, and even they would
i.eed skillful navigation.
As the ogre ner.rs, the roar becomes
p fitoivr at sen, drowr.irf
.
d

Now

FHt California Train.
On Oct. 29 the Santa
Fe route will inaugurate new and strictly
s
serlimited
vice to southern Cal onua. Ihe Calitornm
united will leave Chicago at 6 p. m. reaches
Los Aniios
in iliree
lays and San Francisco
i i three and one-hailavs. A saving of half
a day's lime froin this nation correspondingly
reduced. Equipment w ill
consist oí superb new vestibule Pullman palace and coinpartinci:t sleeper,
chair car and dining ear through to Loa
Andelos without change.
This will lie the fasten and most luxurious seaviee via any line to California.
Another daily train will carry through
palace sleeper and tourist sleeper to San
Francisco and tourist sleeper to Los
Angeles as at present. For full particuII. M. Steckkr,
lars inquire of
lirsi-elas-
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BLUNDER.

Forgot He Had Killed Off a Character
Had to Huhu .cítate Illm.
A great master of the art of throwing
off stories by daily installments wna
Ponson du Terrail.
When he was at
the height of his vogue, lie kept three

lf

running at the same time in different
papers. His fertile imagination was
never at a loss, but his memory frequently was. lie was apt to forget today what he did with a hero or heroine
yesterday. To help his memory, says a
Paris letter to Ihe Boston Transcript,
he ut first noted down briefly in copy
books what happened to his men and
women, but finding that often he could
not read his own writing, he invented a
new system. He procured little lenden
figures on which he gummed the names
of his characters as they were born.
Supposing there were three stories running, there were three sets of figures in
different drawers. When a character
was settled off, thelittlemnn orwoman
in lead was taken away from its companions and laid aside.
One day when Ponson du Terrail was
all behind in his work, he set himself
to his task without examining the slain.
His bad memory led him into a terrible
blunder. He had forgotten that he had
killed Rocambole the still famous Rev
cambóle in the previous feuillcton,
nnd, to the great surprise of the reader,
he made him talk again as if nothing
cut of the common had befallen him.
This resuscitation of Rocambole is one
of the most curious things in the history of the Romans-feuilletoImperial Education.
Some suggestive details concerning
the early education of the fierman emperors have recently been made known.
It seems that William II. had in early,
childhood a tutor who was a captain
of the guards. Prince P.isnmrck had
recommended him, and he applied to
the heir to the throne the principle on
which he had trained his recruits, "bend
or break." The young Ilohenzollern
was made to rise at5:30every morning,
and at once begin a course of gym-- i
nastic exercises unsuitable for a child
of his age. It is this regimen, authorities say, which made Prince William :;e
weak and nervous that his grandfather,
the old emperor, suggested one day to
Bismarck that his captain of the guard
would perhaps better return to his re
cruits.
Must Not Criticise the Emperor.
Not long ago a Leipsie editor was sen-- .
xencea to nve montns imprisonment
for criticising one of Emperor William's speeches. The confiscation of
newspapers commenting unfavorably
on the sayings and doings of the youn
potentate, or of his obedient servants,
occurs rather often, too.

Agent.

$100 For a Bottle.
15. Witishin, 112 Washington
St., Providence, R. I., after using one
bottle of Drummotid's Lightning Remedy for Rbueniatistn, wrote to the
Durinnumd, Medicine Co., 48 Maiden
Lane, New York, Raving she would not
take ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS tor
the benefit received. If you have any
form of Rheiimuti-'in- ,
and wish to get
rid of it, send $5 to the Drnnunond
Medeine Co., and they will send to
your express address two bottles of
their remedy enough for a month's
teeatinent. Agents Wanted.
Mrs. S.

Fruit Trees.
1

to

am still prepared

furnish FRUIT TREES
suitable for this climate in
any number. Persons contemplating planting trees
will find it to their interest
to write me, and if I have
not in stock what is desired,
I can readily secure the
'

'

same at reasonable rates
and in all varieties. Adress:

Clark Rodgkrs,
Silver City, N.

M.

AGENTS

to solicit
orders by sample lor our
Wool Pants to order $3.
" Suits " " $18.
" Overcoats " $12.
Big Inducements to the
right parties. Address
GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
215-21- 7
Grand St.. N. Y.
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insonnd prices. Cotton has advanced,

THE GOLD SUPP-- i.
Criticism Upon Statement Rocently Mudo
by Secretary oei'hert.

.ut only because tho farmers were

Gold Standard Orenni of the West and
South Not Fulling Well In the Samo
Trace with the North and East.

The gold standard organs in the
south and west are not pulling comfortably in the 6ame traces with tho
single gold standard men of the north
and east In the south and west we
hear a great deal of lovely talk about
"international bimetallism." The suggestion is made that a half crop of
cotton, with higher prices, means prosperity. But this is one of the most serious delusions of those who are trying
to fool the people. A short crop at
higher prices will bring no more money
into the country than a large crop at
lower prices; and money is what is
needed to carry on business.
in the south
The cry of tho gold-bug- s
and west is for international bimetallism. This is folly, of course, and the
people will come to understand it as
such when the campaign comes on; but,
meanwhile, the northern and eastern
gold-bug- s
are going forward knocking
international bimetallism in the head.
They say that but one of the democratic state conventions (that of Mississippi) that have acted this year hai
declared for the free arid unlimited
coinage of silver, while Kentucky,
Iowa, Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
New York and New Jersey have declared against it tho ratio of strength
being 18 to 270.
They purposely omit Nebraska, which
nominated a full state ticket on a freo
coinage platform, and also omit tho
democratic state conventions of Illinois
and Missouri, which declared for freo
coinage.
But what is the condition of affairs
in New York, whoso attitude may be
taken as a fair sample of eastern sentiment? Senator Hill urged in tho Syracuse convention that a steady effort
be made in favor of an international
agreement, and declaring against freo
coinage only "under present conditions." This was a part of the plat- for proposed in the draft prepared ly
tho
on resolutions.
All reference to an international
agreement was stricken out in tho
financial plank as passed, and a broad
declaration against free coinage und-any conditions was substituted. This
shows that the free coinage movement,
so far as the east is concerned, has no
relation whatever with any attempt to
r

inaugurate "international bimetal-ism.- "
That is a mere cloak for the singlo gold standard, and of late iho
boldest of tho eastern organs have
thrown off this cloak as no longer necessary, and are now striving to convince their readers that an international agreement is as impracticable
as free coinage.
Tho whole contest Is now one be- tween American bimetallism tho restoration of silver and tho singlo gold
standard We do not blamo tho eastern people for advocating tho tinglo
gold standard. It is to their temporary
interests. Under its operations thoy
have gained pretty nearly nil thrt the
rest of the country has lost, mal tl.oy
have great reason to pd viente a
"sound" currencv at the t.'tnse '

..ouipellod to cut down their crops, owing to the low prices under the singlo
gold standard. But the hiirher prices
Ihey are getting now, with a short
ürop, will not by any means repay

In a recent speoch at Montgomery,
Ala., Secretary Herbert said: "Japan,
China and India could absorb every
dollar of gold we have and if wo should
them for the losses they sustained un- pass a freo silver law would do it inder tho low prices of last year.
stantly. This would put us on a silver
While tho eastern gold standard men basis, with no gold by which to meashave shown a disposition and a desire ure and radeem, and our silver, being
to throw off tho thin disiruiso of interfree to come and go, would be exactly
national bimetallism, the southern and on a levot with tho silver in other
western gold standard men aro malt- ,:ou n tries."
ing a tremendous attempt to draw it
To
statement a correspondent of
closer around their shoulders. Wo do l.'no Athmtu Constitution takes excepnot think that any honest voter can ho tions ii nd quotes from two statements
deceived by any such bare-face- d
nun t;iii United States mint as to the
scheme, but we do think that if the
t.o.;lc of fruí
and silver in Japan,
single gold standardites of tho south
Chi in. mid the Straits. They differ
and west desire to appear before the s! i liii , un a rood deal of this work is
rest of tho country on an honest plat- Ti.n
ciiini:i:e. Both statements allow
form, they ought to discard and throw
away the sham and disguise of "inter- no gold for India, China and tho Straits,
ut tlie v do not otherwise agree. Janational bimetallism, which is essentially and entirely played out At pan's 'j"M U put at 880,700,000 in one
and S'Ji '."Oil. 000 in the other.
Tho
lanta Constitution.
amount of silver in the four countries
ISSUING GOLD BONDS.
is put nt SI. 00.300,000 in tho ono and
A Discrimination
In Favor of Any One at 8l.7.")0,oo:),000 in tho other.
Metal Detrimental to ItlnietxllUm.
Tho worl i's product of gold from
The Chicago Inter Ocean calls atten.92 to 1892 inclusive was 85,603,310,00o,
tion to tho followio- - recent dispatc' according to tho best authorities. Tho
from tho city of Mexico:
stock of gold in the world now is sup"For the present the banks here have posed to bo about 83,800,000,000.
Of
more European exchange to otter than this very considerable amount now in
the market can absorb. This is due to use as money these eastern countries
the gratifying and constant demand now have only the insignificant sum of
for tho new silver 5 per cent bonds in 890,000,000, ali of which is held by Jathe principal transatlantic money mar- pan, while the amount of silver in that
kets."
section is nearly twenty times greater.
Whilo our next door neighbor is
From 1845 to 1895 tho net exports of
happy and prosperous with tho free gold and silver from the United States
and unlimited coinage of silver and were about 81,452,000,000, of which at
with an issue of silver bonds, what are least half was gold. From 1851 to 1893
we doing? The Inter Ocean says:
tho net exports of gold (there were no
"The issuing of bonds calling speci- imports) from Australia were
fically for gold is now familiar in this
How much of this enormous
country. It is being done by states, export did theso eastern countries get?
counties, cities and all sorts and com- Is it not tho height of absurdity to
borrowers. suppose that our gold, even if exported
binations of long-tim- e
Even farm mortgages are made pay- under open mints to gold and silver
able in many cases in gold. It is pure- alike, would go to these countries?
ly a matter of business, which con- Theso people have no use for gold and
cerns only the borrower and tho have never had. If they needed it
lender. When, however, it was pro- surely such old countries as India and
posed to make the United States China would not have been entirely
bonds payable in gold, instead wanting in gold currency at this late
of coin, a protest was entered, and day in their history.
very properly, too. The government
The Hone and Sinew.
of the United States alone has tho
A traveling man for a gold standard
power of making money, and a bond
and this
discrimination la favor of one particu- paper recently struck Georgia
what lio says: "The man who does
lar money metal would greatly em- is
believe that tho silver sentiment is
barrass the maintenance of bimciiil-lism- , not
growinir
and growing rapidly in south
and, perhaps, render it impracGeorgia, is not keeping abreast with
ticable without financial revolution.
times. Tho people realize that the
Congress was wiser herein than tho the
fi rht is a straight out one between the
president"
gold standard on one sido and silver
Tho Mexicans have not been so weak
other, and all efforts
as to follow the example of r. foreign restoration on the
to becloud the issue or to narrow it
power over the . They have escape
are bound to fail. There are going to
England's financial domination.
At
he some interesting political changes,
no time in tho hvtroy of tlio coun'rv
as a result of it"
nas Mexico enjoyed such general prosinBe Consistent.
perity. Home manufactures aro
The advocates of tho single gold
creasing and wealth is accumulating.
Within tho past ten years tlio deposita standard have ever maintained that
of the banks of tho City of Mexico the price of silver could not be affected
hnve increased from $7,000,000 to over by its monetization. They must, in
000,000.
.
order to bo consistent, hold the same
Tnl object lesson, tho Atlanta
opinion with respect to gold.
enough for
t.i'N
1

i

I
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Medical Men Sufforlns from Too Much

Official Dlreetoiy.
Saxo and Chevalier Folard.'"
Ümu parte said: "Oh, you are learned!
VEDKHAIo
.) vou know how to make melons Thomas B. Outran,
Delegate to Congress
Governor
.row?" The strategist exclaimed: w. T. Thornton,
Secretary
Lorion Miller.
Bonaparte Thomus
(eueral!" indignantly.
ChlelJustice
Smith.
I
umtinued: "You have read La Quin- - IN. C. Collier,
11. R. Hamilton,
linie?" "Yes, general," the strategist N. B. Luutrhlln.
Associates
answered. "You do not know how to 0.1). Bunt.
W.H.Walton, Clerk Third . wucim i,"'..y
make melons grow, although you have Charles
Surveyor Of''"'1
V. Easley,
V. S. ullu!tui
read La Quintinie, and yet you talk to Charles M. Shannon.
U.S. District Attorney
me about war because you have read J. 1!. llemmlniiway,
L. Hall,
Edward
V.J.
Polybius. Good day, sir," Bonaparte u. w. l.ootnls,
Deputy -. m.....
iar.-ain- l

Fhil:nthropy.
Tho medical men of Brussels, according to tho London News, are passing
through a trial of much the same sort
as that which lately aillicted their professional brethren in Cork. They complain of the inadequate pay they receive from the societies formed by the
working people to secure medical attendance on the cooperative principle.
W. Klnmlnir.
II. S. Coa Mine inspecimIn Brussels, as in many places else- said.
J. H Walker. Santa Fc Ueliistcr Land U meo
l'edro Delirado. Santa Fe HecVr band Oho
where, the poor club together for medi
SOME STAGE GAGS.
John D. Bryan, Last'rueuB Ket? r Lam v i e
cal aid, and engage a practitioner, who
J. 1', Aséntate. Las Cruces, Itee v'r WO
Young. Koswell
uetf'r
attends thein for a fee which is almost Little Things That Made a Variety Come, Kichiird
W. V,. Costsrove. Uoswell. Kec 'v ,'r Lund o U;"
(linn's Auditors Laugh.
purely nominal. This might be enKetf'r Una Oil cu
W. W. Boyle, Clayton.
As the favorite comedian appeared II. C. l'lckcls, Clayton,
Kec. v r worn
dured, and is endured, on the consider
ation that tho insufficient offerings of before the audience of a local variety
TElllUTOIUAf..
tho poor man will bo made good by tho theater with the limp so characteristic
Solicitor General
P. Vlctovv.
of
applause,
a
ripple
was
him,
there
of
liberality of those who are better off in
District uttorney
II. Crist. Suntii Fe,
Cruces.
tho world. Hut that is just where The only way that he could properly U. L, You iik, Lus Alb'(Ue.
T. N. WUkerson.
o
middle introduce himself was by singing
Brussels fails. The
A. I!. Harllee. Silver City,
class has contrived to secure a footing song, and ho at once bravely complied 11. M. DauKherty, Socorro,
custom, says the A. A. .Iones, Las Venus,
d
vith the
in the "mutualist" societies.
John Franklin, Eddy,
Llbrurlun
Persons who are quite able to make I'hihidelphia Call
Josu seiiura,
Clerk Supreme Court
othe:
II. S. Cluncv.
of
'I wore a new pair shoes the
irnod the deficit in the medical ex
Penitentiary
E. II.BerKinunn.Superrlntendent
AUJUtlint ueiiuma
chequer help to increase it. They come lay, ho announced, alter tlie piano ULMi, W. Knuehcl,
Treusurer
didn't
hurt
"They
stopped.
had
duyer
Samuel Eldodt.
in as pour men in such numbers that
Auditor
1 Marcelino Uurclu,
Then
policemen.
two
met
I
until
m
of Scliooll
knows
hardly
Supt.
practitioner
unhappy
tho
Amado Chavea.
Coal Oil Inspector
M. S. Hart.
where to look for his legitimate fee. rot pinched."
"Something else I must tell you," he
He has protested, but his last state is
I.ANDCI.AIM8.
COUHT OF PUIVATE
worse than his first. The protest was jontinued. "I was sleeping in a cellar
woke
up
and
I
when
night
Heed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
he
other
addressed to the offenders only, and
AssmVate Justices-Wilb- ur
they had no difficulty in persuading the saw five mice playing poker. They orudo; Thomas C. Fuller of Nor to'fti! Iln
vast majority of the genuine working were deep in the game raising ana William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry
or ixansas,
class members to inako common cause .ailing and raking in the chips. They Sluss.
of Missouri. United
Mutt ti. Ueynolds.
near
barrel
a
behind
a
cat
notice
didn't
with them.
States Attorney.
The doctors are tho best abused per- by, but I did.
COUNTY.
"Suddenly the puss made a leap.'
sons in Brussels just now, and twenty
Probuto Jutliro
N'ewshum,
V.
K.
game ended with the same old
Treusurer
, of them have resigned their office in the The
went
into
the
kitty."
l'rohute Clerk
u
as preiuuo to
mutmilist societies,
Slieriir
Baylor hlmnnon,
Collector
possible strike of doctors, this seems to
A.M. LuliT
Assessor
Spectacles In the Collection.
igual izo one of the most awful dangers
T. N. Cli liners,
Surveyor
a Ü. It, Brown,
A novel method of correcting
of the time. It would be awkward,
Commissioner
J.N. Upton.
Commissioner
however, if by a pure coincidence, of clertrvman's mistukes in reading is re A. .1. i.iurn,
Commissioner
During
Review.
Church
Tlinmus Foster
the
in
diminish
ported
death rate should
eourse-t- he
Superintendent
School
B.
Link,
T.
Sunono
sermon
the collection after a
during the continuation of the strike,
CITV
day, a gentleman in tho congregation
Muyor
quietly took off his spectacles and put J, W. FlemlnR.
MUSKMELON LITERATURE.
Treusurer
them ón tho plate. Tho church war- H. Abraham.
Clerk
Lorenz,
Attorney
The Fruit Ha Formed the Theme of den courteously handed them back, Wm. F.WriKht,
Frank
Murshul
Lover and Writers.
supposing them to have been put there W. ll.Kllburn,
Muskmelons have played a part in in absence of mind, but the donor again
IIOAUU OF EDUCATION.
history. They caused the fall of deposited them on tho plate, and, not
Wni. Bralllil,
(. Bennett.
Arques ami led Muck to tho capitulawlshinor to make a scene, tlie omeuii
K. L, Powel.
tion of Ulm. One day, says tho Paris finished his duties, and the spectacles
COl'NUII.MEN.
La Temps, Abbe Bernis came to dine were duly presented with the other
Jus. Olllett.
M. K. White.
with the marquise do Pompadour, who alms. However, after tho service he
Geo. D. Jones.
Muher
Martin
d'hotel
maitre
the
was furious because
took them down to tho donor a
FIIIE DEPARTMENT,
had forgotten to serve melon. "Shall 1 stranger and said ho feared they were
Ulilef
get two muskmelons for you, madame?" given by mistake. Judge of his sur- St. OuorKe Uoblnson
Bradley
Gorda
"DelightHe paid two louis for them.
Foreman.
prise on being assured that it was no C. C. White hill
Foreman. J . W. . Hose Co
Uhlu
ful," said the marquise. "My complimistake that the clergyman wno reau Steve
V.
W.
Loren. Foreman. Hook and LnilderCo
ments, Monsieur l'Abbc." Bernis war. tho prayers had mado so many blunclock
the
happy until tho moment when
Hllvur City Tost Olnee.
ders in reading that he presumed he
struck his eye. "What makes you sad?" could not see, and so he presented him Offleo open dully except Sunday from 8 a.m
asked the pompadour, "Oh, madame with a pair of spectacles.
t00)o'iinrtuntluys from 8 1 8:: u. m.. and one.
nuill.
in mnrmilse ." ho replied, "my friend
hour after arrival of railwayopen
dally except
Money order department
A Cure for Slander.
Malvin and I have only one pair oí
m.
p.
811.
toil
tn.
Sundays
from
waitis
ho
and
us,
of
Vnrt itnviLi'fl. Central, Han
trousers for both
In Poland it was onoo the custom to
ing for it to go to dinner." Tho pompa- sentence all backbiters to go on all over, Georgetown and all railroad points dalhundred
of
three
pension
u
space
gave
dog
the
for
a
ñill'cío's'es'hir Mogollón and ttlHtermedl.
dour
fours and bark like
thousand livrcs and an abbey to hira. of a quarter of an hour. This mode of ate points ut 8 a. 111., Monday. Wednesdays
His friend became, under the same pro- punishment was introduced during the
for I'lnos Altos dully except
biU
tection, archbishop of Lyons.
roign of Charles V., but it was soon Sundays at ll'.DO p. m. oast, west una. south
strategist was explaining t abolished, as it had to be applied so Mall urrtves from the
d
Bonaparte what ho should have done i. frequently that his majesty's rest was Mairun-Fve"- '
from Mogollón and lutemed1-at- e
ísotui-part- e
points at 7 a. ui Wednesduys. rrlduys
all
went
not
on
surrendered.
Mantua had
disturbed, for the barking
aiMuUUarrlves from Plaos Altos dally except
asked: "You havo been in
the forenoon while the courts were
Sundays utU:if a. m.
monsieur?" Tho strategist replied: "No, but I havo read Polybius,
J
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CARjDS.
PROFESSIONAL
risonmi'iit on to, ;; i' i. c
ANCHETA.
stupendous clilV tiiat rises aboe tin JJAIL
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
roult'ry Query . What will a woman .iiver liricht. Here, says the legem1,
terrishoo the chickens with when she wears .very day, before touching food, "six Will practice In all tlio courts of tlm
tory. Oillce corner Texas and
t;;
bloomers? Atchison Globe.
enough
mid to spin a tlniad long
Hpriiij,' streets.
"No wonder I'm stuck," said the i uaeh from her prison till it toiichu: SILVER CITY
N. M.
"I've run the river." Iler life was protracted
nedestrian:
iiu'ilflinfl
against the forks of the road." llich-inon- d till she was over oue hundred, but ever, TMELNEIÍ& HMiNm.AT LAW.
ATTORNEYS
I Ollico
v. hen she died the murderess could no.
Dispatch.
on Arizona Stivot-un- ith
cm1
of Broadway.
First Waiter "Have you ordered, rest and "her ghost wns seen to sit
N, M.
spin, and often the keen angler, as lu fILVEH CITY
sir"" Second Waiter (interposingly)
"Why, certainly; I took his order an fished the Erieht below the Bavin':
rock, was startled by seeing a shadowy II. L. J'K'KKTT.
hour ago." Truth.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
"Iiet's go on a bust,' said one man at thread coming slowly down till it SILVER I'lTY
N. M.
Key West to another. "What sort of u touched the water, when it disappeared
knew
that
scared
fisherman
Pittsburgh and the
"Eilibust."
bust?"
1I.IIARLLEE.
Chronicle-Telegrapthe lady's task was over for the day." A.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Counties of Grunt
lie Would Like It So. She "It is Year alter year went on nnd the lady, ristrlcf Attorney forSierra.
anil
of
the
drop
a
veins
in
had
who
her
I
man
not
the
You
are
talking.
use
no
N. M.
blood-roya- l,
continued to spin fJLVER CITY
r.iarried." lie (despairingly) "I wish Smart
when
Culloden,"
until "the black day of
I wasn't."
Harlem Life.
t;-IM. OINN.
was lost forever and '
ATTORNEY ' AT LAW.
"You live in the outskirts of the the Stuart cause
In all tlie Courts of tliu
of the brave Strathardle lads
Will pmctl
ci'.y, do you not?" "It used to be the many
Territory.
in
to
escaped
hide
hail
returned
,
who
outbloom-e.sN. M.
outskirts, but we call it the
their native glen. Among others came f ILVER CITY
now." Cincinnati Enquirer.
Big Xcil of the Trouts, so called from WILLIAMS & (ilLHERT,
She "Your father proposed to me
being a very expert angler.
it PHYSICIANS AND SUKÜEONS.
"Yes,
nnd
what
day."
lie
the other
hiding-plac- e
a'
hole
as
his
chose
lie
) i's O
Olll :.) ov.-- ,1
Ji Store.
("..il you say?" She
"I said I would be under
l
L'Hi'i! on Yankee St.
sonic hirire bowlders on the
lauirhter to him." X. Y. Advertiser.
N. M
bank of the river, a little above the SILVER CITY
Watts "Did you ever know of any Haven's rock, where he kept himself
one dying for love?" Potts "Once 1 nnd sonic comrades who were nlso in
SECRET SOCIETIES.
knew n fellow who starved to death hiding close by well supplied with
Oliver
Il,
City Chapter, No. 2. Misonle
after being refused by an heiress." In- trout. But n severe thunderstorm Hull. Regular
iuilncs-da- y
convoe:, l ions on ;i
dianapolis Journal.
oí e ich numtli. All companions
folevcnlir.1
over Upper Strathardle,
ii. ('o.y,'iMvc. II. I'.
Xothing More to Say. "Jane," lowed by such a deluge of rain that it Invited to Ii.attend.
l'erry Lady, Soc'y.
said the mistress to the new girl, "what brought down the river in one breast
A.M.
burned that large hole in the rug?" of water. Xeil of the Trouts lay in his V, V.&
l,
Silver City Lcid'e. No. X. Meets at.
tliu
over Silver City Nafl
"Eire," answered Jane laconically, nnd den, no doubt thinking it w ould put the
evening
on or oefore tlm mil moon
Thursday
t.icre the dialogue ended. Detroit river in good fishing ply, when the wa- eui'h month. All visitiu- -' brothels invited to
0. H K. x kit. W. M.
Free Press.
ter poured in. When he got out the attend.
l'cuitv It. Lady. See" v.
nt
the
picture
next
"My
Artist
rushing torrent was so strong that it
A E. S.
academy will be entitled 'Driven to swept him away down the stream.
U. Silver City Chanter No. II. t). E. S. Meets
III
I 11CI1
1st.
powIII' llll III
Pues IV
Some
"Ah!
the
lost
up
His
Friend
for
evel'V
himself
Drink.'"
Just as he gave
Mus. K. (':. T. Waiuikn W. M.
Hull.
erful portrayal of baffled passion, I sup- eddy swept him under the Haven's rock Masonic
Mas. Nei.i.y 1!. J..t)v. r'ue'y.
pose?" Artist "Oh no; it's n cab ap- and he saw n thin thread hanging down
O.K.
proaching a water trough." Spare from the cliff and, as a drowning man I. 0.Iiisl..
Kldiieiy .'letinipiiient .No. 1. meets
Moments.
will clutch n straw, he grasped it and to the 3d un, l!!i W ed;i. sd ys oi vw'.i .iio..iii.
Invite !.
"My dear, darling, sweetest papa, his astonishment it held and he found it VIsllluK patriarchs cor.liully
John Oak on, C. V.
you will have a telephone put in the strong enough to bear his weight and C. O. Hell. Scribe.
house, won't you?" "But why, my cheek his onward course and by its help
O- !'
dear?" "Oh, you see, papa, my Oscar he slowly drew himself to the bank. As 1 . isanc 'PIITiiny Lodiie. No. meets at Odd
Memevenings.
Hall.
is so dreadfully shy. Terhaps he would he stepped ashore he heard a wild l'Vllows'
bers of the uriler cordially Invited to atscream of joy overheard und.looking up, tend.
C. L. Dotson, N. 0.
speak to you through a telephone!"
A. 0. Hood. Sec'y.
he saw the Lady of the Bock standing
Fliegende Blatter.
Mrs. Fogg "I am really olarmed on the top of the cliff with her distaff in i1. o. i . I.'
Helen Lodiíe. No. 7. Rebekuh Decree
about young Fenderson. He lias been her hand, from which hunjj the thread Medians- - second and fourth Friday nitfhts In
was
Her
life.
task
each uioiith, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodtre No.
niissinu all day; and yet when I last that had saved his
Mas. A. Matthews, N.O.
13..
She
had
over.
punishment
done,
her
rationnlly."
saw him he talked quite
Miss Pkaui. Dotson. Sec'v
u
ui r
Fogg "Did he? That's a bad sign; savcu tne jnu oi guiiuiib
()
J
an(1 .,, Tuesday nlnhts or each
certainly he must have been out of his the Stuarts, Her own royal race.
t Mi.ols
KnlKbis
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